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Girls’ High School & College, Prayagraj 

2020 - 2021  

Class 11- D 

Subject: Art 

Worksheet – 1  

 

Parents please ensure that your ward does the following work in their Art files and refers to 

Google search engine for at least two days to go through the topic for inspiration and 

reference purposes. If a new Art file is not available, then the work can be done in the old Art 

file or on a plain sheet of paper. The size of the paper should not be less than 25x35cm.  

 

Paper 2: Drawing or Painting from Nature 

Question 1. Draw and paint four variety of leaves (example: money plant, basil, fern etc.) on 

a sheet of paper. 

 You can use acrylic or water colours. 

 Emphasis is to be laid on the texture, size, and graded colouring of the leaves.  

 For inspiration and reference purposes refer to Google images and search - ‘watercolour 

painting of leaves’ 

 

Paper 4: Original Imaginative Composition in Colour  

Question 1. You are confined to your house during these days. Paint at least four family 

members participating in any indoor family activity together. Example: playing board games, 

video games, cleaning the house, cooking etc.  

 It should be a full page composition.  

 You can use acrylic or water colours.  

 Outlines, if required maybe done with colour sketch pens.  

 For inspiration and reference purposes refer to Google images and search - ‘family 

activities at home’.  
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Paper 5: Crafts ‘A’ 

Question 1. Draw and paint a card to appreciate the efforts of the doctors, nurses, policemen 

and other healthcare workers who are working tirelessly to curb the spread of Covid-19.  

 You must incorporate the words ‘Our Real Heroes’ in neat and beautiful calligraphy. 

 You can paint human figures on your card. 

 You can use watercolours, acrylic colours, glitter pens and/or sketch pens.  

 The size of the card should be 8x9 inches.  

 For inspiration and reference purposes refer to Google images and search - ‘chalk 

drawing of corona heroes; paintings on heroes of corona; CNBC corona themed 

murals’ 

 

 

 

END 

 

 

 

 


